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Follow along with the video below to see how to install our site as a web app on your home screen.
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Welcome to HPI Savage Forum

HPI Savage Forum is the best known HPI Savage Forum. Meet new friends, get advice and share your Savage knowledge.
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	HPISavageForum
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	RCTalk
	RedcatRampageForum
	TeknoForums





Disclaimer

Neither this website nor the forum provided is affiliated with, or endorsed, by Hobby Products International, Inc. (HPI). Further, this website is not affiliated with, or endorsed by, the owners of any the trademarks, service marks or trade names referred to by this website or within the forum unless specifically and expressly indicated. Any trademarks, service marks or trade names referred to on this website or in the forum remain the full property of their respective owners.
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Welcome to HPISavageForum, a friendly forum to discuss the Savage RC Truck.

Your voice is missing! You will need to register to get access to the following site features:	Reply to discussions and create your own threads.
	Our modern chat room. No add-ons or extensions required, just login and start chatting.
	Access to private conversations with other members.


We hope to see you as a part of our community soon!
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